
 REACHING EVERY MAN, WOMAN, AND CHILD
WITH THE LIFE-CHANGING REALITY OF JESUS CHRIST







with each other in close,
biblical relationships 

with those that
don’t yet know Christ in our relationship with God   













ENSURE YOUR TECHNOLOGY WORKS CORRECTLY

You don't want to create confusion or have to delay your group because you didn’t prepare properly.

BE ON TIME

While you might be able to get away with sneaking into a physical meeting late, everything is more visible in a video 

conference.

MUTE YOURSELF WHEN NOT SPEAKING

EvenEven though you may not be speaking and think you're being quiet, most microphones can pick up minor background 

noises, like coughs, sneezes, or typing. These sounds can easily distract other video conferencing participants and

potentially even cause annoyance. 

FRAME THE CAMERA CORRECTLY

We’ve all been on video calls where we end up looking up people's nostrils or seeing the side of their face. When We’ve all been on video calls where we end up looking up people's nostrils or seeing the side of their face. When 

you're on video, make sure you frame your camera in a way that feels natural and allows you to look at the camera. 

Sit at eye level to the lens and try to position yourself so that it shows midsection up. Placing it too high leaves 

other participants staring down at you like a bad TV show. Putting a camera too low can lead to unflattering and

awkward angles.

HAVE THE RIGHT LIGHT

Poor lighting conditions have an enormous effect on the video quality that you send. You'll want to make sure that Poor lighting conditions have an enormous effect on the video quality that you send. You'll want to make sure that 

there is enough light in the room you're in so that your video isn't grainy and unwatchable.

LOOK INTO THE CAMERA

A common mistake is looking at the video feed instead of the camera when speaking to a remote participant. While it 

may seem like the right thing to do, it actually makes it appear as if you're looking off and not paying attention. 

Looking into the camera lens is the equivalent of looking into the person's eyes, so practice doing so until you're 

comfortable with it. 

PPAY ATTENTION

Don’t check emails or browse the internet while your group is meeting. Stay engaged. 
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